Abstract-This paper describes a novel ray tracing method for solving sound diffraction problems. This method is a Monte Carlo solution to the multiple integration in the analytic secondary source model of edge diffraction; it uses ray tracing to calculate sample values of the integrand. The similarity between our method and general ray tracing makes it possible to utilize the various approaches developed for ray tracing. Our implementation employs the OptiX ray tracing engine, which exhibits good acceleration performance on a graphics processor. Two importance sampling methods are derived from different aspects, and they provide an efficient and accurate way to solve the numerically challenging integration. The accuracy of our method was demonstrated by comparing its estimates with the ones calculated by reference software. An analysis of signal-to-noise ratios using an auditory filter bank was performed objectively and subjectively in order to evaluate the error characteristics and perceptual quality. The applicability of our method was evaluated with a prototype system of interactive ray tracing.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
AY tracing is a popular technique for simulating wave propagation in various fields such as 3D computer graphics (3DCG), electromagnetics, and acoustics because of its computational simplicity. For example, acoustic analysis software such as Odeon [2] and CATT [3] use ray tracing. On the other hand, various acceleration and/or parallelization techniques have been proposed in the 3DCG field for the purpose of real-time ray tracing simulation. These techniques have made interactive acoustic simulations, which can enhance the sense of reality and immersion in virtual realities, more practical.
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higher-order diffraction causes an undesired shadow of sound. In addition, subjective listening tests in [5] demonstrate that diffraction is important not only in occluded zones but also in non-occluded zones.
There are several approaches to model edge diffraction such as the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) [4] , [6] and the Analytic Secondary Source Model (referred to as the secondary source model; SSM) [7] . Although UTD can calculate edge diffraction more simply than the secondary source model, it causes significant errors in low-frequency components [7] because it is a high-frequency approximation originally used in electromagnetics. On the other hand, the secondary source model can calculate edge diffraction accurately on the basis of the exact Biot-Tolstoy solution [8] . However, this model requires us to calculate multiple integration for high-order diffraction components, which results in higher computational complexity.
In this paper, we focus on the secondary source model. We propose a novel method based on this model to estimate edge diffraction impulse responses (IRs) by using ray tracing. The number of diffraction paths evaluated in the ray tracing is reduced by importance sampling, i.e., a general technique for Monte Carlo integration. We also utilize importance sampling to deal with the singularity [9] of the secondary source model. With the use of a state-of-the-art ray tracing engine running on a graphics processor, our method is capable of executing a sound diffraction simulation in a practical scene interactively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a brief overview of several studies related to edge diffraction. In Section III, we review two diffraction models and discuss their advantages and disadvantages. In Section IV, we introduce our ray tracing solution of the secondary source model. In Section V, we describe our implementation using a ray tracing engine. In Section VI, we show the results of a validation test and a performance evaluation. In Section VII, we discuss the applicability and limitations of the method. Comments on the outcome of this study and future works conclude this paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we give an overview of several geometrical approaches to edge diffraction.
The Secondary Source Model can be combined with the image-source method [5] , [10] , [11] to model complex sound propagations such as reflection from diffraction source diraction reection receiver and diffraction from reflection source reection diraction receiver . In this method, such propagation paths are computed by generating image sources of a point source and a receiver (or 1558-7916/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE Fig. 1 . First-order edge diffraction system. Here, (r ; ; z ) and (r ; ; z ) are cylindrical coordinates of a point source S and a receiver R, respectively. is the open angle of the edge. diffraction edges [12] ). This approach can be efficiently taken with complex scenes by using the visibility algorithm proposed in [12] . This algorithm computes a potentially visible set (PVS) for each image source, which is a set of potentially visible primitives from the image source. The FastV algorithm [13] performs the PVS computation; it is based on frustum tracing [14] , [15] . By utilizing the PVS, invalid propagation paths can be efficiently culled. In [12] , a diffraction edge (or a line source) is subdivided into multiple regions and the contributions from a segmented source are summed up in order to perform the integration of the secondary source model. In addition, ray shooting is only used to check the visibility between a segmented source and a source/receiver. High-order diffractive IRs and IRs involving singularities [9] are not computed in the paper.
The Uniform Theory of Diffraction has often been used with volume tracing methods where beams [4] , [16] or frusta [17] are traced in acoustical scenes (we refer to the beams and the frusta simply as volumes). If a traced volume hits a diffraction edge, multiple diffractive volumes are generated and traced recursively until they hit a receiver. Based on the tracing, one can efficiently find propagation paths of diffraction even in densely occluded scenes. These tracing methods can also find propagation paths including specular reflections. After the tracing process, UTD is used to estimate the contributions from the paths. For high-order diffraction, these methods suffer from an exponential explosion of the number of volumes. To suppress this explosion, they trace diffractive volumes only into shadow regions.
The Energy-based Ray Tracing Model was developed by Stephenson [18] , [19] ; this method scatters a ray running sufficiently close to a diffraction edge, generating multiple diffractive rays. The directions of the new rays are determined according to deflection angle probability density functions derived from Heisenberg's uncertainty relation [18] or analytically derived from Kirchhoff-Fresnel theory [19] . This model gives good results for most screens and/or slits. However, the experiments are restricted to two-dimensional cases. Furthermore, this model suffers from an exponential explosion resulting from scattering.
III. EDGE DIFFRACTION MODELS
Let us consider the system illustrated in Fig. 1 , comprising a point sound source , a receiver and an edge. In this system, a wave from is diffracted on the edge and propagates to . In this section, we review two models for estimating the diffraction field. 
A. Analytic Secondary Source Model
The diffractive IR observed at can be calculated using the exact Biot-Tolstoy solution [8] . On the basis of this solution, Svensson et al. [7] derived a secondary source model, which formulates Medwin's discrete Huygens interpretation [20] of sound diffraction as a line integral along the edge. The interpretation is reviewed as follows.
In Fig. 2 (a), a wave front from reaches an edge point . Then is excited by the wave front and emits a diffraction wave. After that, the wave reaches . The above-mentioned phenomenon arises at each edge point. Finally, superposition of the diffraction waves from those points produces Biot-Tolstoy's IR.
According to the secondary source model, the discrete time IR of the diffraction is calculated by the following equation, which is derived analytically from the Biot-Tolstoy solution, (1) where is the sound speed, is a sampling frequency, is a parameter called the wedge-index defined as , and , , and are the path parameters of a diffraction wave illustrated in Fig. 2(a) .
is the directivity function of diffraction waves defined in the next equations;
From (1), we find that the instantaneous value at is expressed as a function of path parameters of diffracted waves which arrive at at that time.
In this model, an edge is regarded as a new source. Accordingly, contributions from the new edge are integrated in order to calculate high-order diffraction. Equation (6) describes how to calculate the second-order diffraction illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . and are the diffraction factors of two edges, determined using the directivity function.
(6)
B. Uniform Theory of Diffraction
UTD is an approximate solution in the frequency domain. In contrast with the secondary source model, the first-order diffraction field is represented as a function of a single diffraction path (i.e., the shortest path) from to via a particular edge point . Let be the directional vector of an edge or the -axis. Then the edge point satisfies,
By using the parameters of the single path, UTD estimates the diffraction field as,
where is a wave number and is the diffraction coefficient of UTD defined with Fresnel integrals (for details, see [6] , [4] ).
In UTD, the solution of th-order diffraction is expressed in terms of the product of diffraction factors [21] , [22] . For example, (9) describes the second-order solution: (9) where , are the diffraction coefficients of two edges. This solution is a function of the shortest diffraction path from to via two edges.
C. Discussion
UTD has the advantage of computational simplicity over the secondary source model since it evaluates only a single diffraction path. In addition, as indicated in (9), it does not require multiple integration for higher-order diffraction. Owing to this simplicity, several interactive acoustic simulators use UTD for diffraction field estimations [4] , [16] , [17] . However, UTD has a disadvantage in terms of accuracy because this approximation model supposes an infinite edge and , . If these conditions are not satisfied, the estimation will contain low-frequency errors. Furthermore, regarding the cases illustrated in Fig. 3 where the shortest diffraction path cannot be found, all of the diffraction components are considered to be zero. Moreover, since UTD is a frequency-domain solution, the formulation has to be solved for every particular frequency, and the number of discrete points over the domain has to be large enough to satisfy the frequency sampling theorem [23] . However for UTD, only a few frequency points (e.g., 8 points [17] ) are generally used in Fig. 3 . Two cases in which the shortest diffraction path cannot be found; (a) the shortest path is occluded (b)Ŝ is not on an edge. In these cases, UTD considers all of the diffraction components to be zero even though there are diffraction waves from valid paths.
order to reduce the computational cost, resulting in additional errors.
On the other hand, the secondary source model gives a more accurate estimation compared with UTD if the surfaces of a wedge are perfectly rigid or soft. In contrast with UTD, this model makes no assumptions about an edge length or the relative location of and . Several comparison tests have shown that the results estimated with this model agree well with measured and/or numerically estimated results [5] , [7] , [24] , [25] . In addition, this model can be used in the cases shown in Fig. 3 by integrating diffraction components from valid paths. However, as indicated in the previous section, this model requires us to perform th-order integration for th-order diffraction. Since the integration cannot be solved analytically, general implementations of this model use the mid-point rule integration [7] , [12] , [26] , [27] . Based on this rule, (1) is approximated as (10) where is one of the mid-points in the equally subdivided regions.
Let be the number of divisions of an edge. Then this approximation needs to evaluate diffraction paths which grow exponentially in accordance with . Therefore, it costs much more to compute higher-order diffraction. Although an adaptive edge-subdivision strategy has been proposed for making a fast calculation [28] , this strategy has not been extended to higher-order diffraction yet.
In addition, a path validation process is needed for an exact calculation. In this process, diffraction paths occluded by obstacles (e.g., walls) must be detected in order to eliminate the contributions of the occluded waves. This process may be complicated in a scene with many obstacles.
Consequently, the computational costs of the integration and/or the path validation make it difficult to calculate IRs especially for high-order diffraction.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method calculates the multiple integration in the secondary source model by using a Monte Carlo method [29] . The Monte Carlo method picks up random points distributed in a -dimensional region. A sample value of a function is calculated for each point, and these values are aver- aged to estimate a multi-dimensional volume, namely the integral of .
Focusing on the integrand which is a function of diffraction paths parameters (i.e., propagation lengths and input/output angles), we use ray tracing to calculate the integrand's sample value (referred to as ). Path validations are also conducted in the ray tracing process, in which is set to 0 so that occluded waves do not make contributions.
A. Procedure
As input, our method requires information on a diffraction system: sound source , receiver and an edge . Fig. 4 illustrates the ray tracing procedure. First, (i) a ray is shot to from , and is initialized to 1. The intersection of the ray and is determined randomly; namely the -value is determined by (11) where is the edge length and is a uniform random number. If the ray intersects , (ii) a ray is shot to from . At the same time, coefficients such as a diffraction factor are multiplied by . If the ray reaches , (iii) is determined. If a ray does not reach or , is set to 0. For th-order diffraction , is replaced with the next edge in (ii), and thus, a ray traverses edges. This procedure is repeated times, once for each evaluation path (or sample).
After the ray tracing process, the IR estimation is conducted based on the average of the obtained sample values. For th-order case, the Monte Carlo method estimates as (12) where is the index of the evaluated path.
and are the sample value and the total length of the path , respectively.
is the -dimensional volume of the integration range of , which can be estimated by (13) where is the length of the traversed edge. Replacing (12) by (13) gives (14) B. Features
The general ray tracing method and our procedure each consist of three parts: ray casting, intersection test, and shading. Shading is a process to determine a ray's strength from the properties of the intersecting object (e.g., reflectance factor). The differences between the general procedure and ours are slight, i.e., only the ways of determining a ray's direction and strength. Their objectives are similar in that general ray tracing techniques are the Monte Carlo solutions of an integral equation called a rendering equation [30] , [31] .
Because of these similarities, our method can be straightforwardly integrated into a ray-tracing-based acoustic simulator. Furthermore, our method benefits from the various approaches developed for ray tracing. For example, the method can implement multi-and/or many-core parallelization by utilizing ray tracing frameworks including OpenRL, RTSL [32] , RTfact [33] , and OptiX [34] .
Let be the number of primitives in a simulation scene. The computational cost of the proposed method is proportional to . Differing from the mid-point rule, the cost of our method does not increase exponentially with . On the other hand, the term can be reduced with the importance sampling described in Section IV-C. Furthermore, the term , which arises from brute-force intersection tests for all primitives, can be reduced to by using so-called acceleration structures such as Bounding Volume Hierarchy (BVH) [35] and kd-tree [36] .
C. Importance Sampling
In this section, importance sampling, which is a general technique for Monte Carlo integration [29] , is introduced to reduce the number of samples .
If the integration variables are sampled according to a probability density function (p.d.f.)
, (14) is modified to (15) where is a set of the coordinate points on edges traced by the path . The definition of the p.d.f. used in this study is described below.
Let us consider the IR of first-order edge diffraction illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . From this figure, we can see that the IR attenuates rapidly after the onset. In other words, the contributions of diffraction waves which propagate along long paths are insignificant. Fig. 5(b) and (c) illustrate this kind of long path in the first-and second-order diffraction, respectively.
In order to reduce the number of long paths, we use anglebased sampling illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . In this figure, a ray is shot from its origin to an edge (i.e., -axis) with a uniformly After that, we can use the equality w = j 0 ! S 0( 0!
sampled launch angle. Since the longer a path is, the lower the sampling probability becomes, as shown in Fig. 6 , this sampling reduces the number of long paths. One can conclude that this angle-based sampling is reasonable in terms of ray tracing.
The distribution of the angles is expressed with a p.d.f. and its cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) , (16) where is a normalization constant determined so that , and , are the largest and smallest values of . The c.d.f. can be rewritten in terms of by using the equalities, (17) where is the length of the perpendicular line between the ray origin and the edge. is the foot of the line. As the result, (18) where and is the p.d.f. of a Cauchy distribution whose range is limited to . The Cauchy distributed -values are generated by (19) where is the inverse function of the c.d.f. For the first-order case, correspond to . However, since the diffraction distance, i.e., , is minimized when (20) it is more advantageous to shift the peak of by replacing with . Therefore, is used for first-order diffraction.
A joint distribution of is used for multiple integration. Fig. 6(b) shows the geometric interpretation of the importance sampling in case of . Differing from the first-order case, the current method does not shift the p.d.f. since calculating the path is rather complicated 1 . The second-order p.d.f. is expressed as (21) and are generated by (22) where , are uniform random numbers. The p.d.f. is illustrated in Fig. 7 ; the sampling probabilities of long paths (like in Fig. 5(c) ) are lowered.
D. Handling Singularities Near Zone Boundaries
The integrand in (1) suffers from singularities [9] when the following conditions are fulfilled;
The condition of (23) indicates that a ray runs through around , namely tracing around the shortest diffraction path. This condition can be expressed as . Fig. 8(a) illustrates the condition of (24) , where receivers are on the zone boundaries. In this case, the denominator of gets closer to zero and the peak of the integrand approaches infinity, as indicated in Fig. 8(b) . Although the analytical analysis in [9] has shown that the integration is finite, numerical estimation of it using the Monte Carlo method is challenging. In addition, the value must be accurately estimated because the value contributes to the onset of an IR, which dominates the characteristics of the diffraction component. . The coordinate of the edge center is regarded as zero. As the receiver comes closer to the zone boundaries, the integrand gets infinitely sharp and the peak approaches infinity, making it difficult to numerically integrate the function.
Without loss of generality, let us suppose causes the singularity and divide (1) into two parts, (25) The discussion below only focuses on the first term with the singularity. In order to solve this term, we introduce the p.d.f. defined with ,
where is a normalization constant. The importance sampling based on this p.d.f. eliminates the singularity from the computation because the integrand is weighted with (refer (15) ). However, we have to derive the c.d.f. and the inverse in order to generate random -values with this distribution. Since it seems difficult to analytically integrate this p.d.f., we shall approximate it by using the following relation derived in [9] , (27) where, (28) (29) By substituting (27) into (26), we get the Cauchy p.d.f. again, (30) Therefore we can sample -values in the same manner with (19) . The effectiveness of the importance sampling is demonstrated in Fig. 9 .
The proposed method uses the above importance sampling. First, the method checks if a receiver is near the zone boundaries by (24) . If it is near the zone boundary, we divide the integration into two terms like (25) . In order to solve the two terms, given samples are divided into and the (a) , the values around the strong peak are not sampled, so the Monte Carlo method underestimates the IR onset. In (b), the sharpness is successfully smoothed by the weighting and the samples appear only near the peak. As a result, the onset value can be accurately estimated.
samples are used to solve the singular term with the new importance sampling. The samples are used to solve the non-singular term in the ordinary way. Finally, the estimated results are summed up. The ratio of to , , was determined by rule of thumb.
E. Discussion of Errors
Let us consider the estimation errors in the Monte Carlo integration and the mid-point rule whose orders are respectively expressed as and [29] , where is the number of evaluation paths. Therefore, the proposed method takes advantage of the higher-order diffraction (i.e., ) in terms of the error. Furthermore, the importance sampling, introduced in Section IV-C, can also compensate for the disadvantage in the case of , as will be demonstrated later in Section VI-B. In addition, we can combine another sampling method, stratified sampling (or jittered sampling), which assures us of smaller errors [29] . For , the stratified sampling replaces the random number in (11), (19) with (31) This equation means that the one-dimensional region is equally subdivided into regions and the mid-point of a region is jittered by the random number . For , we have to subdivide a multi-dimensional region suffering from the exponential explosion again. Therefore, we use this sampling method only for .
V. IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented our method using OptiX [34] which is a general-purpose ray tracing engine. Fig. 10 shows OptiX's programmable pipeline for a single ray processing. Since OptiX is based on NVIDIA's CUDA, the pipelines are efficiently parallelized and executed on a graphic processor. The graphics processor used in this paper was GTX480. The pipeline stages and their roles in our implementation are explained below.
Ray Generation Program is the entry point into the pipeline. Initially, this program initializes a sample value . Subsequently, the direction of a ray is determined so that the Fig. 10 . Call graph showing the control flow through the ray tracing pipeline of OptiX. To simplify the explanation, this graph omits some details from the original one in [34] . The rectangles represent pipeline stages which are programmable in the CUDA C language. By calling a built-in function rtTrace, a new ray is cast into a scene.
ray targets an edge point. The ray is then cast in a simulation scene. This process corresponds to (i) in Fig. 4 .
Intersection Program implements an intersection test for a single primitive. Since our implementation supposes that simulation scenes consist of triangle meshes, a point-in-triangle test is conducted.
Any-Hit Program is executed whenever an intersection is found by the Intersection Program. This program conducts an occlusion check. If the intersected primitive occludes the destination of the ray, is set to 0 and the pipeline is terminated immediately. This process corresponds to and in Fig. 4 .
Miss or Closest-Hit Program is invoked when all Intersection Programs are completed. A Miss Program is invoked if
there are no intersections while a Closest-Hit Program is invoked if there are. The parameters of an intersected primitive, whose intersection is the closest to the ray origin, is given to the Closest-Hit Program. Because the Any-Hit Programs do the occlusion checks, it is assured that the intersected primitive does not occlude the ray's destination (i.e., the primitive is behind the destination). Therefore, both Miss and Closest-Hit Programs each validate the path from the ray origin to the destination.
If the ray is at an edge point, we emit a new ray targeting a receiver or a next edge point (for high-order cases) while is updated by using the ray's parameters. If the ray is at the receiver, is determined and accumulated in a buffer which evaluates (14) or (15) . These processes respectively correspond to (ii) and (iii) in Fig. 4 .
VI. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION
A. Validation
First, we conducted a test to evaluate the simulation accuracy of our method. The simulation scene was the basic edge diffraction scene illustrated in Fig. 1, where , m, and . Zone boundary simulations were also conducted where . The estimated IR was then compared with a reference calculated by the Edge diffraction toolbox for Matlab [27] which uses Simpson's rule (for ) and the mid-point rule (for ). The toolbox handles the singularities by performing the analytical approximation derived in [9] . The sampling frequency was kHz. Fig. 11 compares the IRs estimated by our method with the references. Fig. 12 shows how the 400 rays are distributed throughout the IR samples. Although random noise is evident in Fig. 11(a) , the relatively small amount of it demonstrates that our method adequately estimates the diffractive IR. In the zone boundary cases in Since almost all of the diffractive components concentrate on the IR onset, there is no observable random noise in the zone boundary cases. Fig. 13 compares the estimated results with the reference in the frequency-domain. As shown in the error curve of , the random noise in Fig. 11 (a) appears as high-frequency errors. To assess the frequency-dependence, we conducted an SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) analysis with an auditory filter bank, whose frequency-characteristics are shown in Fig. 14 . The SNR is defined as (32) where and denote the reference and estimated signals, respectively. In this analysis, the reference IR and estimated IRs were input to the filter bank and the SNRs were then calculated for all output signals. The SNRs were calculated by varying . They are summarized in Fig. 15. In (a) , the errors show a significant frequency dependence; the SNR gets smaller as the frequency increases. The estimation errors in the high-frequency 2) Subjective Analysis: We conducted an ABX listening test to examine how much accuracy is required for exact auralizations of diffraction. Since the estimation errors were significant in particular frequency bands except for the zone boundary cases, we chose to use the minimum value of the SNRs with difference bands (Min-SNR) as the perceptual quality. In addition, we supposed that the subject would perceive the estimation errors when the Min-SNR was below a certain threshold. This test used the same scenario as in the previous section. Fig. 16 summarizes the convergence characteristics of the Min-SNRs in the three different cases. This test did not involve the zone boundary cases, because they always provided higher Min-SNRs than in other cases.
1) Objective Analysis:
To generate stimuli, pink noise was convolved with diffractive IRs, i.e., the reference IR and five IRs estimated by the proposed method (
). In a previous listening test [37] , pink noise made the subject more sensitive to errors in the stimuli. The duration of each stimulus was one second. Subjects of this test listened to a sequence of three stimuli, , and in which was the stimulus auralized by the reference IR. Either or was the reference stimulus while the other was the one auralized by the estimated IR. After the sequence, the subjects were asked which stimuli ( or ) was the same as . Five sequences were prepared for each estimated IR and thus totally sequences were presented to the subjects. For each sequence, the subjects were allowed to listen to the sequence as many times as desired.
The prepared stimuli were stored on a laptop computer and output using software developed for this test. The test was double-blind whereby an assignment of or was determined at random by the software. The presentation order of the sequences was also determined randomly.
The test was conducted in a sound-isolated room and completed by 16 subjects (15 males and 1 female in their twenties). All of the subjects reported that they had normal hearing capabilities. The headphone used in this test was Etymotic Research ER-4B which has good insulation properties against external sound. Table I summarizes the results of the ABX listening test. Also summarized are the results of tests where the null hypothesis was that there is no perceptual difference between and . The statistical results show that the null hypothesis is accepted when . In other words, noise in the estimated IRs is inaudible if Min-SNR is larger than approximately 14 dB.
B. Evaluation of Importance Sampling
We conducted a test to evaluate the effectiveness of the anglebased importance sampling (IS). This test included simulations of three different diffraction orders: first-, second-and fourthorder. The first-order simulation scene was the same as the previous one
. We also conducted a first-order simu- lation with a longer edge m . Figs. 17 and 18 show the simulation scenes for the higher-order diffraction, where two or four diffraction edges are adjacently arranged. In this test, we use our method to estimate diffractive IRs with/without IS while was varied. We used the toolbox to calculate the reference IR. For comparison, we also conducted estimations using the mid-point rule while varying .
Figs. 19 and 20 summarize the convergence characteristics of Min-SNR of the first-and second-order simulations. The numbers of samples needed to obtain sufficient quality (i.e., dB) were calculated from the fitted curves in the figures. In the first-order results of Fig. 19 , the proposed method with IS achieved faster convergence than the others for the longer edge case (about 2.4x) because there were many long paths like in Fig. 5(b) . The second-order results also show the faster convergence by the proposed method with IS (about 4x-36x).
The estimated fourth-order IRs are summarized in Fig. 21 . The IRs do not converge at all except for the ones of the proposed method with IS, even though millions of samples (i.e., ) are used. The SNR-analysis was not conducted in this case because the mid-point rule, namely the reference software, did not give a sufficiently converged result.
The results of this test show the effectiveness of the method described in Sections IV-C and IV-E; (1) the number of samples required for convergence can be reduced based on IS, (2) in terms of the errors, the proposed method with IS can obtain better results than the mid-point rule if finite samples are available.
C. Evaluation of Processing Times
We evaluated our method's processing time required to estimate accurate IRs in two acoustical scenes, i.e., Concert Hall and Panel Array shown in Figs. 22 and 23 . In each scene, the first-order diffraction was simulated for all diffraction edges while varying . The same number of samples was used for each edge. Other wave phenomena (i.e., specular reflection and diffusion) were not included in this test. The estimated IRs were compared with the reference IR calculated by the toolbox to obtain Min-SNRs. The evaluated times and Min-SNRs are summarized in Fig. 24 . The proposed method takes less than 2 ms to achieve a Min-SNR of 14 dB. The applicability of the method for interactive applications is discussed in detail later in Section VII. 
D. Comparison With UTD
This section compares UTD and our method. The diffractive frequency responses were estimated for the above four scenes (Figs. 1, 17, 22 , and 23) by using UTD and our method. The number of samples used in our method was determined such that the Min-SNR of the estimated IR would be larger than 14 dB. Fig. 25 summarizes the estimated errors in the frequency domain compared to the references.
In Fig. 25(a) and (c), errors of UTD are evident in the low-frequency band. For the high-order case of (b), UTD errors span the middle frequency band. These are intrinsic errors of UTD because the required condition described in Section III-C is not fulfilled. On the other hand, the UTD errors in (d) show completely different characteristics: they span the whole bandwidth. The cause of the errors is that UTD cannot find some of the shortest diffraction paths. In the scene of Fig. 23 , some exist between the panels (like in Fig. 3(b) ) so that some diffractive components are considered to be zero. The time-domain comparison in Fig. 26 explicitly demonstrates this instance where UTD cannot estimate certain spike-shaped diffractive IRs.
In contrast to UTD, the errors of our method appear in the high-frequency bands. As discussed in Section VI-A, the errors are random noise in the time-domain and can be suppressed to an inaudible level by giving enough samples.
VII. DISCUSSION OF APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Let us discuss the suitability of our method for auralization applications. We also describe its limitations and possible ways to overcome them.
In the auralization applications, the coefficients of auralization filters are updated interactively whenever a listener and/or a sound source moves in a virtual space. For artifact-free auralization, the update interval has to be short enough. For instance, update intervals of 50 ms and 35 ms are used in [39] , [40] . On the other hand, an update rate of 60 Hz is recommended in [41] .
The processing times evaluated in Section VI-C are sufficiently smaller than the intervals. However, of course, we have to include specular reflections in such an application. To simulate such phenomena, we can use phonon tracing [42] - [44] . Based on a partition of unity, this method equivalently traces continuous and smooth wave fronts and thus efficiently obtains a set of image sources. The image sources can be used to model diffraction involving reflections.
The phonon tracing was implemented with OptiX and combined with the proposed method. Here, we discuss the applicability of this prototype system under the following conditions. First, phonon tracing simulates reflections up to fifth-order. Only first-order image sources are used to generate the paths of diffraction from reflection. Tracing is also conducted to first-order from the receiver in order to obtain the receiver's image sources, which are used for reflections from diffraction. After that, our method simulates all diffraction paths. Fig. 27 and Table II summarize the evaluation's results. From the simulation times listed in Table II , we can say that our method is efficient enough for interactive use.
Our system has several limitations. First, it does not have the ability to find higher-order diffraction paths, which play significant roles especially in densely occluded scenes. The simplest way of including second-order diffraction is to simulate all pairs of edges. However, it is laborious and futile because (Fig. 22 ) estimated by the prototype system. In this paper, the accuracy of the phonon tracing is not examined. In the scene, there are 1,295 diffraction paths if diffraction involving reflections are considered. For each diffraction path, 400 samples (or rays) are assigned and thus totally 518;000(= 400 2 1;295) rays are traced, achieving Min-SNR = 14:70 dB. almost all of the pairs are mutually invisible in such occluded scenes. Related to this, many diffractive rays are wasted in the above evaluations because there are some invalid diffraction paths, where edges are invisible from image sources. To overcome these limitations, volume tracing techniques [4] , [16] , [17] or a visibility algorithm [12] can be used to find valid propagation paths. In particular, frustum tracing approaches [12] , [17] seem to be compatible with the ray tracing system because they trace a frustum comprising corner rays and sample rays. However, the method synchronously processes multiple rays, which consist a single frustum; hence, such sequential processes could degrade the scalability of many-core parallelization.
Even if these limitations are overcome, there are still a lot of valid propagation paths including diffraction. For example, tens of thousands of diffraction paths exist in the Concert Hall [37] if reflections up to fourth-order are involved. Prioritization and culling of the propagation paths [37] would be a good solution to deal with this problem. The number of samples for the diffraction simulation can be adaptively determined based on the prioritization.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we proposed an estimation method for edge diffraction IRs that uses ray tracing. This method is a Monte Carlo solution to the multiple integration in the secondary source model, wherein a ray tracing process is involved in the sample value calculation of the integrand and path validations. Our method is based on the exact Biot-Tolstoy solution, and it can estimate diffraction components more accurately than the Uniform Theory of Diffraction. For accuracy and efficiency, we use two different importance sampling methods for handling the numerically difficult integration to deal with high-order diffraction and singularity.
The procedures' similarity to general ray tracing enabled us to use the OptiX ray tracing engine, making our method sufficiently fast. We realized a prototype system of an interactive application and conducted a benchmark test. The results demonstrated the efficiency of our method and its many-core implementation.
As for our future work, we will try to apply adaptive importance sampling strategies used in the 3DCG field such as Metropolis Light Transport [45] and Photon Mapping [46] in order to make our method able to deal with any complex scene. Development is continuing on a sophisticated application of interactive ray tracing. Additional listening tests are required for such applications. This paper only described a listening test for a basic scene of edge diffraction. However, the audible limit of estimation errors would change if the tests involved more complex scenes including zone boundary cases and scenes with reflections. The use of practical sound signals, like voices and instrumental sounds, would also change the audible limit.
